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 Have you ever considered a new Windows phone? We looked at all the available options and we have the best three Windows Phone out there right now. All Windows phone designs follow a similar pattern of changes and updates. First, there was the Windows Phone 7 which had a lot of upgrades and additions. Then came the Windows Phone 8 which included new hardware designs and new features.
The third major release of the Windows phone is Windows Phone 10. With Windows phone 10 a lot of the hard work to get Windows 10 on phones has been done. Windows Phone 10 is also the first Windows phone to support Continuum for phones. This means that it supports the Microsoft Display Dock or a monitor and keyboard as a desktop and can then run a full desktop version of Windows.

This is great for using Windows features like Cortana and editing large documents. This is also the first Windows phone that supports Xbox games. This article will help you understand what the Windows Phone is, where it is used, and what the best Windows Phone are. These are the best Windows Phone to buy right now. The Design of the Windows Phone Windows phone design is divided into two
very distinct areas. The front and back of the phone. Front of the phone: The front of the phone is made up of the buttons and the front camera. The buttons are used to navigate throughout Windows phone using applications and using the phone in different ways. The camera on the front of the phone is used for selfies or when you take a photo of yourself. For more about Windows phone cameras,
check out our Windows phone camera review. Back of the phone: The back of the phone is what makes up the hardware of the phone. There are 4 hardware aspects of the phone, storage, RAM, CPU, and GPU. Storage is the memory on the phone which is where data is stored. RAM is the memory used to store data that Windows phone is running at the time. The CPU and GPU are the parts of the
phone that run the applications. All of these parts are what make up the phone hardware. The hardware specs of the phone are listed below. Storage: RAM: CPU: GPU: Windows phone hardware specs In terms of storage and RAM the hardware specs are as follows. Storage is the internal storage on the phone. It can hold both pictures and media, music, videos, games, and applications. RAM is the
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